
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

November 2021

AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.116 12/10/2021 I2107065 Customer Ship-To contact changes will now be marked as critical change 

instead of non-critical change.

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.142 12/10/2021 I2105014 Added a option for work order to remove completion lock.

I2103225 When running the item running balance report, if multiple reported items 

appear as demand for the same work order, the demand will now be 

correctly distributed between the reported items.

I2108033 Improve the performance of the Receipt gathering query in the Transaction 

Override form in Admin Tools.

I2106318 Approved shipments generated from a sales order with an existing 

unapproved shipment will no longer be eligible for unapproval.

ActivityLog.ocx

6.4.31 12/10/2021 I2101022 The activity log form will no longer display a user controls message when the 

user closes the form, and chooses to save their changes.

AutomatedReports.exe.config

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2005161 Support has been added for Telerik extensions.

AutoUpdater.exe

6.4.44 12/10/2021 I2101213 Modified to address minor issues with manually set command line arguments 

and to allow scripting to prevent launching OrderStream or AppBox.

BatchProcessing.dll

6.4.45 12/10/2021 I2109281 Excluded Invoiced and Cancelled Sales Order shipments from the list of 

shipments in the VB6 Batch Invoice Processor

Config.dll

6.4.193 12/10/2021 I2110289 Implemented support for single excel filtered property value defaults for 

check box triggering properties

I2110030 1. Corrected an issue that loaded the static data for the SETUP query, 

instead of the actual data for the query controlled property query

2. Implement support for dynamic sql scripting where there are no 'SELECT' 

statement at the beginning of the script, 

3. Added support to queries with no ID columns for the  dynamic sql 

scripting.
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6.4.193 12/10/2021 I2108260 Modified because the SQL stored procedure that was been previously 

generated to create the pre-operation chain during the spec creation was 

converted to a regular SQL query.

I2107284 Added support for launching Configure in .NET Service Order.

I2108112  When setting up excel filters, triggerring properties for an excel filtered 

property disappear from the list of available properties even when another 

filtered property is selected.

CreateAccountingLink.exe

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2002120 Modified to support setting up the accounting link via a SQL Linked Server

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.285 11/30/2021 I2103173 Implemented a new field in companysetup to hold a json string for custom 

additional charges on transactions

I2107027 Two new integrity checks, for AP and AR GL accounts not matching the 

related sub ledgers

I2106404 Created new integrity checks, Duplicate unapproved vendor invoice for the 

same receipt detail and Duplicate unapproved AR Invoice for the same 

document detail

I2107284 Added the column "ConfigDescription" to the ServiceOrderMaterials table.

I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments on approved 

documents.

I2108001 Split the Approved Vendor Returns without Inventory Updated integrity check 

to its own check, for clarity.

I2110031 Added Lookup form for Tax Codes within the Lookup profile bar, used on 

items for special treatment by the online tax integration.

I2107156 Increase tax group Name and descripton to 255 characters

I2110006 Added ConsolidationGroup field to the AppIntegrationLabour table.

I2110087 Add subreport filtering records for core module Telerik reports to ensure 

subreports are filtered when the report is launched from a form.

I2104321 Added the WODueDateOffset field to the CompanyPreferences table.

I2105014 Added "Processing Transaction" and "Processing Consolidated Transaction" 

to the TransLogTempAction table.

I2010182 Added datamodel to support customer payments received yet not deposited.

6.4.286 12/10/2021 I2105014 Add a new index to the TransLogTemp to support the work order multi-user 

completion.

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.155 12/10/2021 I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface

I2109300 Altered auto posting to work for future dated inventory transactions

I2110016 Corrected issue where not using acutal cost and also auto posting, if an 

inventory adjustment is nothing but cost adjustments, it was not closing off 

from Auto posting.

I1904218 For accounting systems that produce separate cogs batches, if there are 

invoice to process yet all GL entries would be zero, do not create the file.
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DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.31 11/30/2021 I2103190 Added a task to delete the Clients and dist folders before compilation.

I2107104 Added the ability to select an Employee Group and/or enter a Customer Type 

into the Display Category setup page. This makes it possible to show certain 

product lines/sell item groups to only specific groups of Employees or 

Customers.

If your login is a Web Admin, you will still see all product lines and sell item 

categories no matter what.

I2111074 Fixed an issue where the Item No was not appearing in the header of the 

item information page, and fixed some alignment/display issues with the List 

Price, Discount percentage and stock availibility on the same screen.

DocumentFormat.OpenXml.dll

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2106295 Added to support known Office and XPS export formats for Telerik reports.

EngineeringChange.dll

6.4.22 12/10/2021 I2101111 The item replacement tab's item number drop down boxes have been 

restored.

Estimating.dll

6.4.188 12/10/2021 I2103397 Changing an estimate's CustomerShipTo for a prospect will now read and 

display the address information.

I2102316 When revising or copying an estimate, the Lost To and Loss Reason fields 

will no longer be copied.

I2103093 The QtyOrdered will now be taken into account when the Misc Cost is used 

to determine the total cost of the line in the Costing Info tab.

I2111025 When using the Add Additional Charges functionality, if the List Price 

returned by the query is 0, the item's line price after selection will not be 

overwritten.

I2110241 Fixed an issue where deleting a VB6 Estimate and Sales Order number in 

the combo box, making a change and saving the order, creates a new 

transaction with no line items

I2109169 Corrected and issue when copying estimate and sales order comments, to 

use the current date as the entry date instead of the comments entry date on 

the original document.

ExcelBOMImport.dll

6.4.11 12/10/2021 I2110091 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the Routing Import does the time calculation 

correct.
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InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.102 12/10/2021 I2109009 Validation has been added to ensure inventory cannot be added to 

Consignment locations.

I2110303 When creating the Physical Count Sheet, the system will now handle 

inventory records with both NULL and blank OwnerNo's.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.107 11/01/2021 I2110304 When transferring inventory to a sales order using the Transfer Generator, 

the query that gathers the related inventory item records will no longer throw 

a SQL error.

6.4.108 12/10/2021 I2111013 Selecting the Inventory Transfer header location will no longer clear the 

transfer header owner information.

Invoice.dll

6.4.179 12/10/2021 I2111009 Now when doing automatic inventory allocation from a sales order while 

doing partial shipping in invoicing (bypassing a shipment), the inventory will 

be allocated correctly.

I2102290 Loading a miscellaneous shipment through the Invoice form will now either 

load the default Ship To or, the only Ship To for the customer, if no default 

exists.

I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.153 12/10/2021 I2108260 Modified because the SQL stored procedure that was been previously 

generated to create the pre-operation chain during the spec creation was 

converted to a regular SQL query.

JobCosting.dll

6.4.98 12/10/2021 I2102020 Clearing document selections from the Contract tab will now be facilitated 

through the Delete key or through clearing the document number. Any 

pre-existing rows with all document selections cleared will now be deleted 

from the JobControlContracts table on save.  Corrected work order drop 

down on Contract Tab.

MatReq.dll

6.4.145 12/10/2021 I2102125 When processing from the MRP lookup form in Purchasing MRP, the system 

will now reload the Purchasing MRP.

I2108135 Ensured sub contract services use the inventory GL account vs the non 

inventory Gl account.
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OwnerTypeFix.exe

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2002118 Modified the OwnerType Fix tool to address failed previous runs.  The 

Database selection screen no longer scans for connections until the user 

attempts to open the combo to get a list.

POInvoice.dll

6.4.123 10/22/2021 I2110198 Adjusted the multi-users approval validation ensuring that the system is 

gathering the data correctly.

6.4.124 12/10/2021 I2109238 Prevent issues if a vendor invoice is unapproved and deleted and it was also 

on the payment hold schedule.

ReleaseManager.exe

6.4.145 11/05/2021 I2109274 Updated to always show all release notes, except those files marked as Beta 

Release (a rarely used flag).  It can only be setup against the object itself, as 

such the option was moved to the Options menu.

Also the "Prior to Release Cycle" check is now based on the "Current 

Release initial merge Date".

RptDataCollection.dll

6.4.78 12/10/2021 I2011291 Modified the WO BOM Status report so that it now uses SQL temp tables 

instead of permanent tables to ensure they are not left behind.

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.230 12/10/2021 I2104265 Added a new menu called "Exclude Job Costing from Copying".

I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface with support for tax inclusive Sales Order deposits

I2104321 Added logic to support the work order offset days calculation logic to work 

order due date when generating work order.

I2109169 Corrected and issue when copying estimate and sales order comments, to 

use the current date as the entry date instead of the comments entry date on 

the original document.

I2110241 Fixed an issue where deleting a VB6 Estimate and Sales Order number in 

the combo box, making a change and saving the order, creates a new 

transaction with no line items

I2111025 When using the Add Additional Charges functionality, if the List Price 

returned by the query is 0, the item's line price after selection will not be 

overwritten.

Schedule.dll

6.4.24 11/01/2021 I2110269 Modified the work order inventory batch analysis to add an index to the table 

to improve the performance of sql commands that access it.
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Seradex.AddressSystem.dll

6.4.7 12/10/2021 I2010218 Enhanced the address validation to include the sublocality_level_1 field from 

the Google address API if the locality field does not return any value.

Seradex.AutoUpdater.ReleaseFileList.dll

6.4.4 12/10/2021 I2101213 Modified to try to avoid, and, if needed, handle AccessViolationExceptions 

when reading File information.

I2005161 Modified to be able to deploy the app config files needed for Telerik 

Reporting extensions.

I2106295 Modified to not attempt to register "DocumentFormat.OpenXml.dll", and 

"Saraff.Twain.dll" and files that start with "Intuit", and "PdfSharp".

Seradex.AutoUpdater.UpdateClient.dll

6.4.7 12/10/2021 I2005161 Modified to be able to deploy the app config files needed for Telerik 

Reporting extensions.

I2101213 Updated for compatibility with the changes to 

Seradex.AutoUpdater.ReleaseFileList.dll.

I2110255 Modified to correct an issue when determining the backup path with sub 

folders in certain cases.

Seradex.ComComponents.dll

6.4.53 12/10/2021 I2103469 Modified to release com objects more simply and attempt to trap errors when 

the garbage collection cleanup occurs.

I2109102 Add the ability to suppress message boxes for Web or non-interactive 

processes.

Seradex.Common.EDISystem.dll

6.4.19 10/21/2021 I2012166 Add error handling to the EDI 850 PO Import to ensure order errors found in 

the translator are logged in the ImportOrder tables.

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.69 12/10/2021 I2108088 Modified internal method for retrieving Full Struc data to allow optionally 

gathering the BOM description.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.48 11/01/2021 I2111003 Addressed a recent issue that caused some connection attempts to report a 

failure on subsequent attempts when the connection was already open.

Seradex.Dbox.dll
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6.4.32 11/30/2021 I2107104 Added the ability to select an Employee Group and/or enter a Customer Type 

into the Display Category setup page. This makes it possible to show certain 

product lines/sell item groups to only specific groups of Employees or 

Customers.

If your login is a Web Admin, you will still see all product lines and sell item 

categories no matter what.

I2110220 Enhanced the Dbox pricing routines to be more efficient and for better 

performance.

I2111074 Fixed issues Dbox Api where  prices for  regular stock Items always come up 

as $0 in the Items page.

I2108268 Corrected an issue where modifying config parent property value does not 

always trickle down to the children in Dbox. 

Also, implemented customer config defaults on the parent's children's new 

configuration, which was miissing previously.

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.22 12/10/2021 I2111025 When using the Add Additional Charges functionality, if the List Price 

returned by the query is 0, the item's line price after selection will not be 

overwritten.

Seradex.Excel.dll

6.4.24 12/10/2021 I2109102 Add the ability to suppress message boxes for Web or non-interactive 

processes.

I2105060 Modified the DynamicExcel class to provide functionality required to access 

PriceList in .NET

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.122 12/10/2021 I2110197 When loading invoices to pay via a deposit, if there is an unapproved 

payment pending for that invoice with a write off stated, the system was not 

deducting that write off amount from the available balance.

I2110031 Ensure description is sent to the invoice/credit note for avalara as well as 

sending the original invoice date when crediting an invoice.  Also ensured the 

logic to handle differences in tax calculated amounts is handled.

I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.54 12/10/2021 I2110168 Adjusted the function Restore Grid Setting for search to only reload the size 

and position of the columns instead of everything.

I2101147 Added functionality to hide PODetails.UDFs when the app preference is 

disabled.  Note that existing saved grid settings can still cause otherwise 

hidden columns to be shown.
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Seradex.Inventory.Adjustment.dll

6.4.2 12/10/2021 I2109185 Added the ability to auto-post the generated consignment adjustment based 

on the Application Preference.

Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.35 12/10/2021 I2109185 Added inventory adjustment posting/auto-posting functionality.

I2108088 Transfer on Demand has been modified to allow viewing and filtering on the 

work order bom description.

I2109249 Altered logic to determine item transfer to ensure the comparison is done 

with Decimal Data types to eliminate any rounding anomalies.

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.24 12/10/2021 I2010182 When the preference for tax inclusive AR is enabled, ensure invoices for 

shipping reduce the grand total to zero the same way as sales order invoices 

do.

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.24 12/10/2021 I2105060 Modified to use the DynamicExcel class which better handles using Excel 

from .NET

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.59 12/10/2021 I2110094 Adjusted the logic, ensuring that when scheduling is enabled and the data 

collection is using work order lot serial logic; the quantity will be looking at the 

work order lot serial quantity to the stock field.

Seradex.Production.PunchClock.dll

6.4.16 12/10/2021 I2109028 Added JobName to the Job combo in the Punch Clock login form.

Seradex.Production.Rework.dll

6.4.18 10/21/2021 I2110202 Rework/Remake module will now open from the profile bar.

Seradex.Production.Scheduling.dll

6.4.84 12/10/2021 I2109003 DBR and Finite/Hybrid Scheduling now pay attention to the "non-tracked" 

Cell flag.  When the next operation is started, any previous operation for 

non-tracked cells is treated as completed, assuming no actual data collection 

exists for them.  Note that this works with multiple non-tracked operations in 

a row as well.  Non-tracked operations at the end of the labour schedule are 

unaffected.
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Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.34 12/10/2021 I2110192 Corrected the issue where the generated work order due date is not 

calculating correctly.

I2108088 Modified internal method for retrieving Full Struc data to allow optionally 

gathering the BOM description.

I2110278 Adjusted the Work Order MRP .Net form to speed up the generation when 

attempting to create over 2k work orders.

I2110168 Corrected the issue where increasing the size of the make quantity field 

disabled the field to be editable.

The grid setting can now be saved when the form is launched using a valid 

employee record.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.32 12/10/2021 I2111260 Added safety logic to retry creation of the temp table "#Temp_" if it already 

exists.

Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.30 12/10/2021 I2109185 Added inventory adjustment auto-posting error handling to ensure the receipt 

approval is not incorrectly aborted.

I2108001 Inventory is now required to be updated when approving vendor returns.

Seradex.ReportSystem.TelerikExtension.dll

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2005161 A FileExists telerik extension has been added which will return true if the 

provided file path and name is accessible.

I2108078 Nov 2021 release of Telerik.Reporting components - R3 2021 SP1.

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.27 11/30/2021 I2107104 Added the ability to select an Employee Group and/or enter a Customer Type 

into the Display Category setup page. This makes it possible to show certain 

product lines/sell item groups to only specific groups of Employees or 

Customers.

If your login is a Web Admin, you will still see all product lines and sell item 

categories no matter what.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.30 12/10/2021 I2111025 When using the Add Additional Charges functionality, if the List Price 

returned by the query is 0, the item's line price after selection will not be 

overwritten.
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Seradex.ServiceOrderSystem.dll

6.4.5 12/10/2021 I2107284 Added support for launching Configure in .NET Service Order.

I2108179 The Service Order No can now be used as a flow key for the RMA No.

Seradex.SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.4 10/27/2021 I2110267 Corrected an issue with the new SpecBuilder.Net where it could not correctly 

determine in all cases when an item had components.

Seradex.Strings.dll

6.4.45 12/10/2021 I2109252 Shop Floor Execution reason codes combo will now be filtered by the 

"DataCollection" and "Shop Floor Execution" module ID.

I2109185 Added AccountingPreferences enum.

Seradex.UserDefined.dll

6.4.11 12/10/2021 I2110232 Adjusted the user-defined combo values ensuring the system is gathering the 

value list correctly.

Seradex.Utilities.ImportAdapterInterface.dll

6.4.24 12/10/2021 I2002113 Modified to improve the error messages displayed.

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.22 12/10/2021 I2110006 Added functionality to import the labour ConsolidationGroup field.

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.30 12/10/2021 I2101147 Added functionality to hide PODetails.UDFs when the app preference is 

disabled.  Note that existing saved grid settings can still cause otherwise 

hidden columns to be shown.

I2104005 The Notes and Internal Notes fields in the Totaller control will now be 

enabled even if the parent module is locked.

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.38 12/10/2021 I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2109163 Two interventions: prevent ShipTo contacts that are not valid 

customer/prospect contacts from being defaulted as ContactID; and clear out 

any existing invalid ContactID before it can be displayed in the Contact 

combo.

I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments on approved 

documents.
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6.4.38 12/10/2021 I2109168 Modifying the header comments in the .NET estimate module, and 

generating a sales order without clicking away from the edited row, do not 

save the comment changes like it does when you click the SAVE button.

I2105165 Fixed an issue, where changing the ship to on .NET estimate overrides the 

selected CSR on the estimate with the customer's CSR. The contact is no 

longer overridden.

I2108233 Corrected an issue that throws a recursive error when adding a line item in 

Concurrent Item Lookup module from a transaction with no line detail on the 

grid .

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.120 12/10/2021 I2110031 Revised labels for the setup credentials and online tax provider screens.

I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface

I2109206 Prevented users from typing in to the discount field and committing discount 

amounts greater than 2 decimals.

I2110080 Voiding of refunds of credits done via cheque will mark void regardless of 

being printed or not

Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.13 12/10/2021 I2110006 Modified to add a validation to ensure that when the order line destination 

combo is empty an error does not happen.

Seradex.Win.InventoryAdditionalInfo.dll

6.4.6 12/07/2021 I2112048 Updated for compatibility with the latest release.

Seradex.Win.InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.26 12/10/2021 I2111012 Adjusted the Container Transfer logic ensuring that the system will default 

the destination container to the source container if the destination container 

is not selected.

I2108088 Transfer on Demand has been modified to allow viewing and filtering on the 

work order bom description.

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.47 12/10/2021 I2109195 The Search Message Centre will now be filtered and loaded as expected 

when launching the Invoice module with a pre-selected invoice.

I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments on approved 

documents.

I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface
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Seradex.Win.MaintenanceTools.dll

6.4.11 12/10/2021 I2103173 Implemented a new user interface to create or modify custom additional 

charges in the form of a json string in the CompanySetup table.

Seradex.Win.OrderEntryFormLibrary.dll

6.4.3 12/10/2021 I2105060 Modified to use the DynamicExcel class which better handles using Excel 

from .NET

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.57 12/10/2021 I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2106274 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the system is updating the workflow due date 

correctly.

I2102125 When processing from the MRP lookup form in Purchasing MRP, the system 

will now reload the Purchasing MRP.

I2101147 Added functionality to hide PODetails.UDFs when the app preference is 

disabled.  Note that existing saved grid settings can still cause otherwise 

hidden columns to be shown.

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.50 12/10/2021 I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments on approved 

documents.

Seradex.Win.RecurringTransaction.dll

6.4.25 12/10/2021 I2105236 Corrected an issue where the generate button is not showing when launching 

progress payment setup in the purchase order module.

Seradex.Win.Reports.dll

6.4.21 12/10/2021 I2108078 Updated for compatibility with the latest Seradex.Win.Telerik.dll

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.43 12/10/2021 I2105165 Fixed an issue, where changing the ship to on .NET estimate overrides the 

selected CSR on the estimate with the customer's CSR. The contact is no 

longer overridden.

I2108233 Corrected an issue that throws a recursive error when adding a line item in 

Concurrent Item Lookup module from a transaction with no line detail on the 

grid .
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6.4.43 12/10/2021 I2104005 The Lot/Serial Inventory form can now be used when the sales order is 

approved, if the line status is not fully shipped, and ReadOnly mode has not 

been activated through Secured Controls.

I2110032 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the system will clear out the detail customer 

ship to if the header customer ship to is nothing when the application 

preference "Force User to select Ship To when there is no default setup" is 

enabled.

I2010182 For users with the new interface,process sales order deposits via a new 

interface.

I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments on approved 

documents.

I2109163 Two interventions: prevent ShipTo contacts that are not valid customer 

contacts from being defaulted as ContactID; and clear out any existing invalid 

ContactID before it can be displayed in the Contact combo.

I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2104265 Added a new menu called "Exclude Job Costing from Copying".

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.Finite.dll

6.4.29 12/10/2021 I2108078 Updated for compatibility with the latest Seradex.Win.Telerik.dll

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.95 12/10/2021 I2106157 Modified to enable using parameters in Telerik searches.

I2108078 Modified to remove the 3rd-party Telerik dependency from Search to simplfy 

future upgrades for Telerik.Reporting.

Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.10 12/10/2021 I2108179 The Service Order No can now be used as a flow key for the RMA No.

I2102301 A multi-line edit window can now be displayed for the Service Issue field in 

the Details grid by double-clicking the Service Issue field.

I2102339 Add Show Inactive Items menus to the Details and Parts grids in the Service 

Order form.

I2101139 Adjusted the detail user -defined to load the .Net version instead of the vb6 

version.

I2107284 Added support for launching Configure in .NET Service Order.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.37 12/10/2021 I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments and the shipped 

date on approved documents.

I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2102290 The Customer can now be selected when creating a miscellaneous 

shipment.
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6.4.37 12/10/2021 I2109187 Corrected an issue where the shipping module crashed when exiting from the 

"ShipTo" form that was launched when clicking on the "Edit Ship To" detail 

line button.

Seradex.Win.ShopFloorExecution.dll

6.4.56 12/10/2021 I2109252 Shop Floor Execution reason codes combo will now be filtered by the 

"DataCollection" and "Shop Floor Execution" module ID.

I2111036 Modified to ensure the application preferences are always loaded on startup.

Seradex.Win.Telerik.dll

6.4.25 12/10/2021 I2106295 Modified to support known Office and XPS export formats.

I2106157 Modified to enable using parameters in Telerik searches.

I2108078 Upgraded to the Nov 2021 release of the Telerik.Reporting components (R3 

2021 SP1). Modified to remove the 3rd-party Telerik dependency from 

Search to simplfy future upgrades for Telerik.Reporting.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.33 12/10/2021 I2108009 Modified various text boxes' behaviours with respect to scrollbars and 

editability.

I2110192 Added the "Multiple Work Order Generation" row colour and legend caption.

I2106318 Secured controls can now allow updating file attachments on approved 

documents.

I2110168 Corrected the issue where increasing the size of the make quantity field 

disabled the field to be editable.

The grid setting can now be saved when the form is launched using a valid 

employee record.

I2102185 Work order lines that are complete on work orders that are not approve can 

no longer be modified.

I2110278 Adjusted the Work Order MRP .Net form to speed up the generation when 

attempting to create over 2k work orders.

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.76 12/10/2021 I2101139 Adjusted the detail user -defined to load the .Net version instead of the vb6 

version.

I2108179 The Service Order No can now be used as a flow key for the RMA No.

Shipping.dll

6.4.168 11/04/2021 I2111009 Now when doing automatic inventory allocation from a sales order while 

doing partial shipping, the inventory will be allocated correctly.

6.4.169 12/10/2021 I1903027 Custom enhancements can now determine which sales order lines are 

present on a shipment.

I2109166 Correct invoice line extended price calculations for non shippable items 

where there was already a partial invoice.
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SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.45 12/10/2021 I2108260 Modified to convert into a regular query the SQL stored procedure that was 

been generated to create the pre-operation chain during the spec creation.

StdReports.dll

6.4.39 12/10/2021 I2110087 Ensure the report system is aware when a report is launched from a form 

versus the report switchboard.

sxEDIBridge.dll

6.4.57 10/21/2021 I2012166 Added handling of the 855 PO Acknowledgement EDI format. Added 

SegmentCounter as an available field counter to EDI export. Added Inventory 

as an available EDI export module.

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.144 12/10/2021 I2103173 Implemented a new button in the Additional Information tab in 

CompanySetup to access the new inteface to create or modify custom 

additional charges in a form of a json string

I2104321 Added the work order offset days field to the Work order group in the 

Application Preferences' Form Specific tab.

sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.34 12/10/2021 I2104321 Added the work order offset days field to the Work order group in the 

Application Preferences' Form Specific tab.

I2108179 The Service Order No can now be used as a flow key for the RMA No.

I2010182 Added new Accounting preference to support for tax inclusive Sales deposits

sxPhysical.dll

6.4.38 12/10/2021 I2109009 Consignment locations can now be selected in the tag generation Criteria 

form. Added validation to the New Qty to ensure inventory cannot be added 

to Consignment locations.

sxProxy.exe.config

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2005161 Support has been added for Telerik extensions.

sxRuntime.exe.config

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2005161 Support has been added for Telerik extensions.
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Telerik.Reporting.dll

6.4.3 12/10/2021 I2108078 Nov 2021 release of Telerik.Reporting components - R3 2021 SP1.

Telerik.Reporting.OpenXmlRendering.2.7.2.dll

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2106295 Added to support known Office and XPS export formats.

Telerik.Reporting.XpsRendering.dll

6.4.0 12/10/2021 I2106295 Added to support known Office and XPS export formats.

Telerik.ReportViewer.WinForms.dll

6.4.3 12/10/2021 I2108078 Nov 2021 release of Telerik.Reporting components - R3 2021 SP1.

UpdateAcct.dll

6.4.76 12/10/2021 I2010182 Added new Accounting preference to support for tax inclusive Sales deposits

I2110082 Corrected fiscal calendar update if the local date format is DD/MM/YYYY

WOGenerator.dll

6.4.42 12/10/2021 I2104321 Added logic to support the work order offset days calculation logic to work 

order due date when generating work order.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.208 11/03/2021 I2110151 When partially completing a parent work order that has a fully completed 

sub-work order, the system will now correctly gather the sub-work order 

quantity available to consume.

6.4.209 12/10/2021 I2110159 Corrected issue with partial completions if the labour variance and or labour 

overhead variance GL account is not defined on the category.

I2110206 Corrected Gl issue with non tracked make items being produced on sub work 

orders

I2105014 Added logic to lock the current work order transaction from completing again 

if it's currently in process.
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